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Abstra t
Motivated by natural language analysis we introdu e restarting automata
with rewriting. They are a eptors on the one hand, and (spe ial) regulated rewriting systems on the other hand. The omputation of a restarting automaton pro eeds in y les: in ea h y le, a bounded substring
of the input word is rewritten by a shorter string, and the omputation
restarts on the arising shorter word.
We show a taxonomy of (sub)variants of these automata taking into
a ount (non)determinism and two other natural properties.
Theoreti al signi an e of the restarting automata is also demonstrated by relating it to ontext-free languages (CFL), by whi h a hara terization of deterministi CFL is obtained.

1 Introdu tion
Our motivation for introdu ing the restarting automata is to model so alled
elementary synta ti analysis of natural languages. The elementary synta ti
analysis onsists in stepwise simpli ation of an extended senten e until a simple
senten e is got or an error is found. Let us show it on the senten e
`Martin, Peter and Jane work very slowly.'

We work with the wordforms in the examples; instead of wordforms, the elementary analysis uses their lexi al hara terizations ( ategories). This senten e
an be simpli ed for example in this way:
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`Martin, Peter and Jane work slowly.'
`Martin, Peter and Jane work.'
`Martin and Peter work.' or `Peter and Jane work.' or `Martin and
Jane work.'
`Martin works.' or some other variant of the orresponding simple
senten e.

Noti e, that every simpli ation is realized by deleting and possible rewriting
(marked by the bold fa e) of words.
The restarting automaton with rewriting (RW -automaton), introdu ed in
[7℄, an be roughly des ribed as follows. It has a nite ontrol unit, a head with
a lookahead window atta hed to a linear (doubly linked) list with sentinels, and
it works in ertain y les. In a y le, it moves the head from left to right along
the word on the list (any item ontains exa tly one symbol); a ording to its
instru tions, it an at some point repla e the s anned string by a shorter string
and \restart" { i.e. reset the ontrol unit to the initial state and pla e the
head on the left end of the list (whi h now ontains the shortened word). The
omputation halts in an a epting or a reje ting state.
Using y les we de ne yield relation for a RW -automaton M . From a string
α ontained in the list by the start of a y le M yields a string β remaining in
the list after nishing the y le (denoted by α ⇒M β ). Together with the yield
relation, a RW -automaton an also be onsidered as a (regulated) rewriting
system.
Formerly, in [4℄, we have introdu ed restarting automata without rewriting
{ R-automata { by whi h the repla ing string is a proper subsequen e of the repla ed string. They are onsidered as a transparent model for grammar he ker
(of natural and formal languages as well). Having found an error in a senten e,
the grammar he ker should spe ify it { often by exhibiting the parts (words
or more exa tly their lexi al hara terizations) whi h do not mat h ea h other.
The method an be based on stepwise leaving out some parts not a e ting the
(non) orre tness of the senten e. E.g. applying it to the senten e
`The little boys I mentioned runs very qui kly'

we get after some steps the \error ore"
`boys runs'.

There are other paradigms modelling the elementary syntax in the generative
way, e.g. pure (generalized) grammars with stri tly length-in reasing rules ( .f.
[8℄). These grammars work on strings of terminals and do not introdu e any
nonterminals. This type of grammars realize, similarly as Mar us grammars
([6℄), a (generalized) rewriting system with an yield relation ⇒G (α ⇒G β
means that α an be rewritten to β in one step a ording to a grammar G),
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whi h should apture the stepwise development from simple senten es. The
yield relation has the so alled orre tness preserving property, whi h means
that if α is a orre t string a ording to some grammar G and α ⇒G β , then β
is a orre t string again.
The yield relation orresponding to a RW -automaton has a dual property
omparing to the yield relation orresponding to a pure (generalized) grammar with stri tly length-in reasing rules. RW -automaton yields strings in the
stri tly length-de reasing way, and has the error preserving property: if α ontains error (is not in the language re ognized by the RW -automaton M ) and
α ⇒M β , then β ontains an error. This duality will allow to onsider RW automata as another type of generalization of pure grammars with stri tly
length-in reasing rules. The RW -automata allow to add regulation of the yielding by their ontrol units.
Se tion 2 ontains de nitions of RW -automata and R-automata. There
are also des ribed some basi properties of these automata and their omputations. As usual, we de ne nondeterministi and deterministi versions of
the automata. In se ond subse tion we show that RW -automata are stronger
than pure grammars. In the third subse tion we onsider a natural property of
monotoni ity (during any omputation, \the pla es of restarting do not in rease
their distan es from the right end") and show that the monotoni ity is a de idable property. In Se tion 3 we show that monotoni RW -automata re ognize
a subset of the lass of ontext-free languages (CFL) and deterministi monotoni RW -automata re ognize only deterministi CFL (DCFL). Moreover any
deterministi ontext-free language an be re ognized by a deterministi monotoni R-automaton. From this results we get two hara terizations of DCFL.
The paper ontinues in Se tion 4 with separation theorems for rewriting and
nonrewriting lasses of automata and some related results. In on lusions (Se tion 5) beside dis ussion of future dire tions of our study, also another type of
automata with similar features as RW -automata { ontra tion automata { is
mentioned.

2 De nitions and Basi Properties
We present the de nitions informally; the formal te hni al details ould be
added in a standard way of the automata theory. In the rst subse tion we
introdu e restarting automata with rewriting, in the se ond subse tion we relate
RW -automata to pure grammars and in the last subse tion we introdu e the
monotoni ity property for RW -automata and a normal form of this automata
{ (strong) y li form.
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2.1

Restarting automata with rewriting

A restarting automaton with rewriting, or a RW -automaton, M (with bounded
lookahead) is a devi e with a nite state ontrol unit and one head moving on a
nite linear (doubly linked) list of items ( ells). The rst item always ontains
a spe ial symbol c| , the last one another spe ial symbol $, and ea h other item
ontains a symbol from a nite alphabet (not ontaining c| , $). The head has
a lookahead \window"of length k (for some k ≥ 0) { besides the urrent item,
M also s ans the next k right neighbour items (or simply the end of the word
when the distan e to $ is less than k). In the initial on guration, the ontrol
unit is in a xed, initial, state and the head is atta hed to the item with the
left sentinel c| (s anning also the rst k symbols of the input word).
The omputation of M is ontrolled by a nite set of instru tions of the
following two types:
(1) (q, au) →M (q ′ , MVR)
(2) (q, au) →M RESTART(v )
The left-hand side of an instru tion determines when it is appli able { q means
the urrent state (of the ontrol unit), a the symbol being s anned by the head,
and u means the ontents of the lookahead window (u being a string of length
k or less if it ends with $). The right-hand side des ribes the a tivity to be
performed. In ase (1), M hanges the urrent state to q ′ and moves the head
to the right neighbour item. In ase (2), au is repla ed with v , where v must be
shorter than au, and M restarts { i.e. it enters the initial state and pla es the
head on the rst item of the list ( ontaining c| ).
We say that M is a restarting automaton (R-automaton) if in ea h instru tion of the form (q, au) →M RESTART(v ) the word v is a proper subsequen e
of the word au.
We will suppose that the ontrol unit states of M are divided into two groups:
the regulating states (nonhalting states { an instru tion is always appli able
when the unit is in su h a state) and the halting states (a omputation nishes
by entering su h a state); the halting states are further divided into the a epting
states and the reje ting states.
In general, a RW -automaton is nondeterministi , i.e. there an be two or
more instru tions with the same left-hand side (q, au). If it is not the ase, the
automaton is deterministi (det-RW -automaton).
An input word w is a epted by M if there is a omputation whi h starts
in the initial on guration with w (bounded by sentinels c| ,$) on the list and
nishes in an a epting on guration where the ontrol unit is in one of the
a epting states. L(M ) denotes the language onsisting of all words a epted
by M ; we say that M re ognizes the language L(M ).
It is natural to divide any omputation of a RW -automaton into y les : in
one y le, the head moves right along the input list (with a bounded lookahead)
4

until a halting state is entered or something in a bounded spa e is rewritten
{ in that ase the omputation is resumed in the initial on guration on the
shortened word (thus a new y le starts). It immediately implies that any
omputation of any RW -automaton is nite ( nishing in a halting state).
The notation u ⇒M v means that there exists a y le of M starting in the
initial on guration with the word u and nishing in the initial on guration
with the word v ; the relation ⇒∗M is the re exive and transitive losure of ⇒M .
We say that u yields v by M if u ⇒M v .
The next three laims express the basi properties of the yield relations
orresponding to RW -automata.
Claim 2.1 (The error preserving property (for all RW -automata))

Let M be a RW -automaton, and u ⇒∗M v for some words u, v . If u ∈/ L(M ),
then v ∈/ L(M ).

Let u ⇒∗M v su h that v ∈ L(M ). Sin e v ∈ L(M ) there is some y su h
that v ⇒∗M y , where y an be a epted by M in one y le. Be ause of u ⇒∗M v ,
the relation u ⇒∗M y holds. Hen e u is a epted by M .
2
Proof:

Claim 2.2 (The orre tness preserving property (for det-RW -automata)) Let M be a deterministi RW -automaton and u ⇒∗M v for some words u,

v . If u ∈ L(M ), then v ∈ L(M ).

Let M be a deterministi RW -automaton, u ∈ L(M ) and u ⇒∗M v for
some word v . Be ause of determinism of M there exists exa tly one a epting
omputation for u by M . The omputation represented by sequen e of y les
u ⇒∗M v is a pre x of this omputation. Thus the rest of this omputation
(starting in the initial on guration with v on the list) is an a epting omputation for v and v ∈ L(M ).
2
Proof:

As a onsequen e of the previous two laims 2.1 and 2.2 we get:
Let M be a deterministi R-automaton and u ⇒∗M v for some words
u, v . Then v ∈ L(M ) if and only if u ∈ L(M ).

Claim 2.3

2.2

Pure grammars

Next we will show that RW -automata an be onsidered as regulated a eptors
(analysers) for pure grammars with stri tly length-in reasing rules.
A pure grammar is a triple G = (V, P, S ) where V is a nite set of symbols,
S is a nite subset of V ∗ , and P is nite set of produ tions of the form v →G w,
v, w ∈ V ∗ .
For x, y ∈ V ∗ , the yield relation x ⇒G y is de ned by x = z1 vz2 , y = z1 wz2 ,
v →G w ∈ P , where v, w, z1 , z2 ∈ V ∗ .
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⇒∗G is the re exive and transitive losure of ⇒G . The language generated
by G is de ned as L(G) = {y | x ⇒∗G y for some x ∈ S}.
We an easily see that ⇒∗G has the orre tness preserving property, i.e. if
x ∈ L(G) and x ⇒∗G y then y ∈ L(G).
We say that a grammar G has stri tly length-in reasing rules if |v| < |w| for
ea h v →G w ∈ P .
We an easily see that for any pure grammar G with stri tly length-in reasing
rules there is a RW -automaton M with one regulating state (the starting state),
one reje ting and one a epting state only, su h that L(G) = L(M ), and the
relation ⇒G is the opposite relation to ⇒M .
The opposite impli ation is not true. Let us show that the RW -automata
with one regulating state are more powerful than pure grammars.
Let us take the following language La = {an bn | n ≥ 0} ∪ {an | n ≥ 0}.
Claim 2.4 The language La annot be generated by any pure grammar G with
stri tly length-in reasing rules.
Proof: Let us suppose that some pure grammar G = (V, P, S ) with stri tly
length-in reasing rules generates La .
Let us onsider a suÆ iently long word w = am , where m is greater than the
size of any string from S . We an see that there is v = an su h that v ⇒G w,
and therefore P ontains a rule of the form ap →G ap+q , where p ≥ 0 and q > 0.
Let us onsider word z = am bm . We an see that z ∈ La and z ⇒G z ′ ,
where z ′ = am+q bm . Sin e m + q > m > 0 the word z ′ is not in La , that is a
ontradi tion to the orre tness preserving property of ⇒G .
2
Claim 2.5 There is a RW -automaton M with one regulating state re ognizing
the language La .
Proof: Let us des ribe the automaton M : M has lookahead of the length 3, one
regulating state (the initial state q0 ), the a epting state qa and the reje ting
state qr . The automaton in one y le a epts the empty word, deletes a from
the words ontaining only a's, deletes ab from the word ab and deletes ab from
the words with the pre x a+ bb. The working alphabet of M is {a, b} and M
has the following instru tions:

(q0 , | $) →M (qa , MVR),
(q0 , | a$) →M REST ART ( | $),
(q0 , | ab$) →M REST ART ( | $),
(q0 , | aa$) →M REST ART ( | a$),
(q0 , | aaa) →M (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , u) →M (qr , MVR) for any u of
previous ases.

(q0 , | aab) →M (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , aaaa) →M (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , aaab) →M (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , aabb) →M REST ART (ab),
(q0 , aaa$) →M REST ART (aa$),
the length four not overed in the
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We an see that M re ognizes La and that M is a tually a deterministi

R-automaton.
2.3

Monotoni ity and

2
y li

forms of

RW-automata

In this subse tion the monotoni ity property of RW -automata is de ned, its
de idability is shown and so alled y li forms of restarting automata with
rewriting are introdu ed.
The property of monotoni ity (for a omputation of a RW -automaton): All
items whi h appeared in the lookahead window (and were not deleted) during
one y le will appear in the lookahead in the next y le as well { if it does not
nish in a halting state (i.e., during a omputation, \the pla es of hanges in
the list do not in rease their distan es from the right endmarker $").
By a monotoni RW -automaton we mean a RW -automaton where the property of monotoni ity holds for all omputations.
Theorem 2.6 There is an algorithm whi h for any RW -automaton M de ides
whether M is monotoni or not.

We sket h the idea brie y. Consider a given (nondeterministi ) RW automaton M ; let its lookahead be of length k. Re all that all omputations
of a monotoni automaton have to be monotoni . The idea is to onstru t a
(nondeterministi ) nite automaton whi h a epts a nonempty language if and
only if there is a nonmonotoni omputation of M .
Suppose there is a nonmonotoni omputation of M . Then there is a word
w on whi h M an perform two y les where in the se ond y le it does not
s an all (remaining) items s anned in the rst y le.
Now onsider the onstru tion of the mentioned nite automaton A; we an
suppose that it has lookahead of length k. A supposes reading the des ribed
w. It moves right simulating two onse utive y les of M simultaneously. At
a ertain moment, A de ides nondeterministi ally that it has entered the area
of rewriting in the se ond y le { it guesses the appropriate ontents of the
lookahead window whi h would be en ountered in the se ond y le. Then it
moves right oming to the pla e of the (guessed) rewriting in the rst y le and
veri es that the previously guessed lookahead was guessed orre tly; if so, A
a epts.
2
Proof:

Considering a deterministi RW -automaton M , it is sometimes onvenient
to suppose it in the strong y li form; it means that the words of length less
than k, k being the length of lookahead, are immediately (hen e in the rst
y le) a epted or reje ted, and that M performs at least two y les (at least
one restarting) for any longer word.
For a nondeterministi RW -automaton M , we an suppose the weak y li
form { any word from L(M ) longer than k (the length of lookahead) an be
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a epted only by performing two y les at least. The y li forms are justi ed
by the following laim.
Claim 2.7 For any RW -automaton (R-automaton) M , with lookahead k , there
exists an RW -automaton (R-automaton) M ′ , with some lookahead n, n ≥ k,
su h that M ′ is in the weak y li form and L(M ) = L(M ′ ). Moreover, if M
is deterministi then M ′ is deterministi and in the strong y li form, if M
is monotoni deterministi then M ′ is monotoni deterministi and in strong
y li form.
Proof: To prove this laim we an pro eed in the same way as for R-automata
(see [5℄).
First noti e that we an easily for e an RW -automaton M to visit all items
of the input list before a epting or reje ting { instead of an \original" a epting
(reje ting) state, it would enter a spe ial state whi h auses moving to the right
end and then a epting (reje ting).
Now suppose that (the modi ed) M a epts a long word w in the rst y le
(without restarting). If w is suÆ iently long then it surely an be written
w = v1 auv2 auv3 where M enters both o urren es of a in the same state q
during the orresponding omputation (as above, by a we mean a symbol and
by u a string of length k). Then it is lear that the word v1 auv3 (auv2 has
been deleted) is also a epted. In addition, we an suppose that the length of
auv2 auv3 is less than a xed (suÆ iently large) n.
We sket h a desired M ′ with lookahead n. Any word w shorter than n is
immediately a epted or reje ted by M ′ a ording to whether w ∈ L(M ) or not.
On a longer w, M ′ simulates M with the following ex eption: when $ appears in
the lookahead window, M ′ he ks whether M ould move to the right end and
a ept; if so, M ′ deletes the relevant auv2 ( f. the above notation) and restarts
(re all that n has been hosen so that su h auv2 surely exists). Obviously,
L(M ) = L(M ′ ) holds.
In ase M is deterministi , M ′ an work as above; in addition it an safely
delete the relevant auv2 also when M would reje t (due to determinism, the
resulting word is also reje ted by M ).
It should be lear that monotoni ity of M implies monotoni ity of M ′ in the
deterministi ase.
Further it should be lear that we get by this onstru tion from a R-automaton M a R-automaton M ′ .
2
Remark: For the nondeterministi monotoni RW -automata the onstru tion
does not ensure monotoni ity of the resulted automaton.
For brevity, we use the following obvious notation. RW denotes the lass of
all (nondeterministi ) restarting automata (with rewriting and some lookahead).
R denotes the lass of all (nondeterministi ) restarting automata without rewriting. Pre x det- denotes the deterministi version, similarly mon- the monotoni
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version. For any lass A of automata, L(A) denotes the lass of languages re ognizable by automata from A, and A-language is a language from L(A). E.g.
the lass of languages re ognizable by deterministi monotoni R-automata is
denoted by L(det-mon-R).
Throughout the arti le we will use the following notations for the in lusion
relations: A ⊆ B means that A is a subset of B and A ⊂ B means that A is a
proper subset of B (A ⊆ B and A 6= B ). ∅ denotes the empty set.

3 Chara terization of DCFL
In this se tion, we show a (twofold) hara terization of DCFL, namely DCFL =

det-mon-R = det-mon-RW . In addition, we also get mon-RW ⊂ CFL.
Lemma 3.1

DCFL ⊆ L(det-mon-R)

We use the hara terization of deterministi ontext-free languages by
means of LR(0){grammars and LR(0){analysers ( f. e.g. [2℄); generally LR(1){
grammars (lookahead 1) are needed, but it is not ne essary when ea h word is
nished by the spe ial sentinel $.
Let L′ be a deterministi ontext-free language. Then there is an LR(0){
grammar G generating L = L′ $ (the on atenation L′ · {$} supposing $ being
not in the alphabet of L′ ), and there is a orresponding LR(0){analyser P .
For any word w ∈ L there is only one derivation tree Tw ; it orresponds to
the analysis of w by the analyser P . In fa t, P simulates onstru ting Tw in
the left-to-right and bottom-up fashion. Due to the standard pumping lemma
for ontext-free languages, there are onstants p, q s.t. for any w with length
greater than p there are a ( omplete) subtree T1 of Tw and a ( omplete) subtree
T2 of T1 with the same root labelling; in addition, T2 has fewer leaves than T1
and T1 has q leaves at most. (Cf. Fig. 1; A is a nonterminal of G). Repla ing
T1 with T2 , we get the derivation tree for a shorter word w′ (w ould be written
w = u1 v1 u2 v2 u3 in su h a way that w′ = u1 u2 u3 ).
Now we outline a det-mon-R-automaton M with lookahead of length k > q
whi h re ognizes L′ .
M stores the ontents of the lookahead in a bu er in the ontrol unit. Simulating the LR(0){analyser P , it onstru ts (in a bounded spa e in the ontrol
unit) all maximal subtrees of the derivation tree whi h have all their leaves in
the bu er. If one of the subtrees is like the T1 above, M performs the relevant
deleting (of at most two ontinuous segments) in the input list and restarts.
If it is not the ase then M forgets the leftmost of these subtrees with all its
n ≥ 1 leaves, and reads n new symbols to the right end of the bu er (shifting
the ontents left). Then M ontinues onstru ting the maximal subtrees with
all leaves in the (updated) bu er (simulating P ).
In general, the input word w is either shorter than p, su h words an be
he ked using nite memory, or it is longer. If it is longer and belongs to L then
Proof:
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Figure 1:
M must meet the leftmost above des ribed T1 (with the subtree T2 ); it performs
the relevant deleting and restarts on a new, shorter, word. If the (long) input
word w does not belong to L, M either meets $ without restarting and stops
in a reje ting state or performs some deleting and restarts. It suÆ es to show
that the resulting shorter word (in both ases) is in L if and only if w is in L.
It an be veri ed using the following properties of the LR(0){analyser.

a) For ea h word w ∈ L there is exa tly one derivation of w in G whi h
orresponds to the analysis of w by P .
b) Let u be the pre x of the input word w = uv whi h has been already read
by the LR(0){analyser P . If P did not reje t the word until now, then
there exists a suÆx word v ′ s.t. uv ′ is in L, and the omputation of P on
the pre x u is independent w.r.t. the suÆx.
Let u be the pre x of the input word, the last symbol of whi h orresponds to
the last symbol in the lookahead window just before M performs a RESTARToperation; let u be the rest of u after performing the RESTART-operation.
There exists a suÆx v ′ su h that uv ′ is in L. uv ′ has a derivation tree in whi h
there is a omplete subtree T1 (with a subtree T2 ; as above) orresponding to the
pla e of utting. Then in the omputation of M on u the tree T2 will appear in
the bu er above the same terminal leaves as in the omputation on u (it follows
from the presen e of T2 in the derivation tree of uv ′ and from the independen e
of omputation on the suÆx).
Let w = uv is in L, then obviously uv is in L. Conversely if uv is not in L
then uv is not in L (otherwise, in the orresponding derivation tree of uv , the
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subtree T2 appears over the orresponding terminal leaves of u and repla ing
the tree T2 by T1 yields a derivation tree for uv { a ontradi tion).
The monotoni ity of M should be lear from the above des ription.
2
Lemma 3.1 (together with Claim 2.7) is a means for short proving that some
languages are not in DCFL. We illustrate it by the next two examples.
Consider the language L1 = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗ }. If it were
in DCFL, it would be re ognized by a deterministi R-automaton M with the
length of lookahead k (for some k); M an be supposed in the strong y li form.
Let us now take a word an bm bm an (n, m > k), on whi h M performs two y les
at least. In the rst y le, M an only shorten the segment of b′ s. But due to
determinism, it would behave in the same way on the word an bm bm an an bm bm an ,
whi h is a ontradi tion to the orre tness preserving property (Claim 2.2).
Example 3.2

The language L2 = {am bn cp | m, n, p ≥ 0 : (m = n or n = p)} is
not in DCFL. This an be shown in a similar way as in the previous example.
But using the error preserving property for RW -automata we will show stronger
result { the language L2 annot be re ognized by any RW -automaton.
Example 3.3

The next laim shows that RW -automata do not re ognize all ontext-free
languages and will be used in the proof of the next lemma.
The language L2 = {am bn cp | m, n, p ≥ 0 : (m = n or n = p)} is
not a RW -language.
Claim 3.4

Let us suppose that L2 is re ognized by some RW -automaton M2 in
the weak y li form with the size of lookahead k. Let us onsider an a epting
omputation on a word ar br , where r > 2(k + 1). In the rst y le of the
a epting omputation, M2 an only shorten both segments of a's and b's in
su h way that after the rst y le the resulting word will be ar−m br−m for
some 0 < m < k (i.e. the restart with rewriting o urs in the middle of the
word; M2 annot rewrite a suÆx of the word in order to get a word of the form
ar bm cm for some m ≥ 0). But M2 an behave in the same way also on the word
ar br+m cr 6∈ L2 from whi h it an get after the rst y le ar−m br cr ∈ L2 . This is
a ontradi tion to the error preserving property of RW -automata (Claim 2.1).
Proof:

2
Lemma 3.5

a) L(mon-RW ) ⊂ CFL,
b) L(det-mon-RW ) ⊆ L(DCFL).

At rst we show that L(mon-RW ) is a sub lass of CFL. Let L be
a language re ognized by mon-RW -automaton M , with lookahead of length
k . We show how to onstru t a pushdown automaton P whi h simulates M .

Proof:
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The onstru tion is similar to the onstru tion of a deterministi pushdown
automaton whi h should simulate a given det-mon-R-automaton (see [4℄). The
di eren e is following: Instead of one step simulation of a single MVR-step, P
will simulate in one step all possible \nondeterministi " MVR-steps performed
on the simulated s anned item simultaneously, and the simulation of a restart
without rewriting is repla ed by a simulation of a restart with rewriting.
P is able to store in its ontrol unit in a omponent CSt the set of possible
urrent states of M (i.e. any subset of the set of states of M ) and in a omponent
B a word of length at most 1 + 2k . P starts by storing {q0 }, where q0 is the
initial state of M , in CSt and pushing c| (the left endmarker of M ) into the rst
ell of the bu er B and the rst k symbols of the input word of M into the next
k ells of the bu er B ( ells 2, 3, . . . , k + 1).
During the simulation, the following onditions will hold invariantly:
{ CSt ontains the set of all states of M , in whi h an be M visiting the
simulated ( urrently s anned) item, with the urrent left-hand side, and the
urrent lookahead,
{ the rst ell of B ontains the urrent symbol of M (s anned by the head) and
the rest of B ontains m right neighbour symbols of the urrent one (lookahead
of length m) where m varies between k and 2k,
{ the pushdown ontains the left-hand side (w.r.t. the head) of the list, the
leftmost symbol (c| ) being at the bottom. In fa t, any pushdown symbol will be
omposed { it will ontain the relevant symbol of the input list and the set of
states of M in whi h this symbol (this item) ould be entered (from the left) by
the situation, whi h orresponds to the last simulated visit.
The mentioned invariant will be maintained by the following simulation of
instru tions of M ; the left-hand side (q, au) of the instru tion to be simulated
is determined by the information stored in the ontrol unit. The a tivity to be
performed depends on the right-hand sides of appli able instru tions of M . P
an
either (1) nondeterministi ally simulate one of RESTART instru tions of M ,
or (2) simulate all possible MVR instru tions in one step.
(1) RESTART(v ) is simulated by deleting and rewriting in the bu er B
(some of the rst k + 1 symbols are deleted and the rest is pushed to the left
and possibly rewritten). Then k + 1 ( omposed) symbols are su essively taken
from the pushdown and the relevant symbols are added from the left to B
(shifting the rest to the right). The state parts of k ( omposed) symbols are
forgotten, the state part of the (k + 1)-th symbol (the leftmost in the bu er)
is stored in CSt. Thus not only the RESTART(v ) - operation is simulated but
also the beginning part of the next y le, the part whi h was prepared in the
previous y le.
(2) P puts the ontents of the rst ell of B and CSt as a omposed symbol
on the top of the pushdown, stores the set {q ′ | (q, au) →M (q ′ , MVR), q ∈ CSt}
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of simulated new states whi h an be entered after MVR-step from some state
in the original CSt with the lookahead au, and shifts the ontents of B one
symbol to the left; if the (k + 1)-th ell of B is then empty, then P reads the
next input symbol into it.
It should be lear that due to monotoni ity of M the se ond half of B ( ells
k + 2,k +3, . . . , 2k ) is empty at the time of simulating a RESTART(v ){operation.
Hen e the des ribed onstru tion is orre t whi h proves L(mon-RW ) ⊆ CFL.
To nish the proof of the rst part of the proposition an show a ontext-free
language whi h annot be re ognized by any RW -automaton. But this was
already done in Claim 3.4.
Obviously the above onstru tion applied to a det-mon-R-automaton yields
a deterministi push-down automaton { this proves part b) of the statement.
2
Theorem 3.6 L(det-mon-RW )

= DCFL = L(det-mon-R)

Proof: The statement is a onsequen e of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.5 and the
trivial in lusion L(det-mon-R) ⊆ L(det-mon-RW ).
2

It an be worth noting that the losure of deterministi RW -languages under
omplement is immediately lear when onsidering deterministi RW -automata
(det-R-, det-RW -, det-mon-R- and det-mon-RW -automata). Sin e all omputations of deterministi RW -automata are nite it suÆ es to ex hange the
a epting and the reje ting states to get a deterministi automaton of the same
type (det-R-, det-RW -, det-mon-R- or det-mon-RW -automaton) re ognizing
the omplementary language.
Claim 3.7 The lasses of languages L(det-mon-R), L(det-mon-RW ), L(det-R)
and L(det-RW ) are losed under omplement.

4 Taxonomy of RW-languages
In this se tion we will study relations between di erent sub lasses of L(RW ).
The resulting relations are depi ted in Figure 2.
Next we will prove all the relations depi ted in this gure. We will start
by proving that a det-R-automaton an re ognize a language whi h is not
mon-RW -language.
Theorem 4.1 L(det-R) − L(mon-RW ) 6= ∅

To prove the theorem, it is suÆ ient to give a det-R-automaton M whi h
re ognizes a non ontext-free language L = L(M ). L annot be re ognized by
any mon-RW -automaton, be ause a ording Lemma 3.5 all languages re ognized by mon-R-automata are ontext-free. We will use a det-R-automaton M
whi h re ognizes a non ontext-free language from [5℄.
Proof:
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of RW -languages. Solid arrows show the
proper in lusion relations, depi ted lasses not onne ted (by an
oriented path) are in omparable.
The main idea is to start with a non ontext-free language L′ = {a2 | k ≥ 0}.
The automaton M will work in phases. A phase starts with a word from L′ on
the list and onsists of several y les in whi h the length of the urrent word
is redu ed by fa tor 2 and simultaneously the parity of the length of the word
on the start of the phase is he ked. But restarting automaton an shorten
the word by at most onstant number of symbols in one y le. Thus we must
modify the language to enable to \mark" already shortened part of the working
list { instead of one symbol a we use a pair ab. Working on a word of the form
(ab)n for some n > 1, M at rst deletes the se ond a out of ea h subword abab,
pro eeding stepwise from the right to the left. Then M deletes one b out of
ea h abb and pro eeds also stepwise from the right to the left. The automaton
re ognizes the language L(M ) for whi h
k

L(M ) ∩ {(ab)n | n ≥ 1} = {(ab)2 | k ≥ 0}
k

(1)

Thus the language L(M ) is not ontext-free and also is not a mon-RW -language
(Lemma 3.5).
The automaton M works as follows:
1. reading cabab
|
or cabba
|
it moves to the right;
2. reading ababa or babab it moves to the right;
3. reading abab$ it deletes se ond a and restarts;
14

4. reading ababb it deletes the rst a and restarts;
5. reading abbab or bbabb or babba it moves to the right;
6. reading babb$ it deletes the se ond b and restarts;
7. reading bbab$ or bbaba it deletes the rst b and restarts;
8. reading cabb
|
$ it deletes the rst b and restarts;
| $ it a epts;
9. reading cab

10. in all other ases the automaton halts in a nona epting state.
Clearly the automaton M is deterministi . To prove (1) let us onsider a word
of the form (ab)n for some n ≥ 1. Then the following two onditions hold
(i)

(ab)n ⇒∗M (ab) 2

or (ii)

(ab)n ⇒∗M b(abb)

when n is even,

n

n−1

2

when n is odd.

In the ase (i) the
automaton makes n2 y les (using points 1, 2{4),
and
n
n
gets the word (abb) 2 , then after another n2 y les it gets the word (ab) 2 (using
points 1, 5{8)
In the ase (ii) the automaton makes n−2 1 y les (using points 1, 2{4), and
n−1
gets the word b(abb) 2 , whi h will be reje ted in the next y le.
Thus let the input word be of the form (ab)n , where n = l2k for some integer
k ≥ 0 and some odd integer l ≥ 1.
• If n is a power of 2 (i.e. l = 1 and k ≥ 1), then a ording (i) (ab)n ⇒∗M
k−1
k−2
(ab)2
⇒∗M (ab)2
⇒∗M . . . ⇒∗M ab and a ording point 9 the input

word will be a epted.

• If n is not a power of 2 (i.e. l > 1), then a ording (i) (ab)n ⇒∗M (ab)l ,
l−1
l > 1 and odd. Further a ording (ii) (ab)l ⇒∗M b(abb) 2 and this word

will be reje ted by 10.

2

This theorem implies some relations between several lasses of languages
from Figure 2. These relations are depi ted in Figure 3. Solid arrow from A to
B means that A ⊂ B , dotted arrow from A to B means that B − A 6= ∅ (and
A ⊂ B is still not ex luded).
The next theorem shows a symmetri statement to the previous theorem.
Theorem 4.2 L(mon-R) − L(det-RW ) 6= ∅
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Figure 3: Relations whi h follow from the Theorem 4.1. Solid
arrows depi t proper in lusion relations, dotted arrows depi t nonin lusion relations (in the following shown as in omparable by
in lusion) { dotted arrow from A to B means A 6⊇ B .
Proof:

We will show that the language
L = {ai bj | 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 2i}

is a mon-R-language and is not a det-RW -language.
L is re ognized by a (nondeterministi ) mon-R-automaton M with lookahead 4 whi h:
• immediately a epts the empty word,
• immediately reje ts any nonempty word starting by b,
• on a nonempty word starting by a, moves to the right to this a. If the
lookahead ontains b$ (bb$, abb$, resp.) then deletes ab (abb, aabb resp.)
and restarts. Otherwise M moves through a's to the right until its head
s ans a followed immediately by a di erent symbol. If its lookahead is not
bbbb or bbb$, the word is reje ted, else M nondeterministi ally deletes ab
or abb and restarts.

Obviously M re ognizes L.
On the other hand the language L annot be a epted by a deterministi
RW -automaton (in the strong y li form). Working on the word an bn for
suÆ iently large n (greater than lookahead of the automaton) this deterministi automaton should shorten the word in a y le by keeping the orre tness
16
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Figure 4: Relations whi h follow from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem
4.2. Dotted ar s (not the dotted arrows) denote already proved
in omparability relations.
preserving property. Thus an bn ⇒M ar bs for some r < n and s ≥ r, i.e the
automaton must de rease the number of a's in the word, thus rewriting an
o ur only when the head is visiting some a in the word. Be ause of determinism and xed size of lookahead the automaton must work in the same way on
the word an b2n . But the resulting word at the end of the rst y le is ar bs+n ,
where s + n > 2r, whi h is not in L. This is a ontradi tion to the orre tness
preserving property of det-RW -automata (Claim 2.2).
2
This theorem implies new proper in lusion relations and non-in lusion relations. We ompose them with the relations depi ted in Figure 3. In the resulting
Figure 4 we use the same notation as in Figure 3 ex ept that the in omparability relations whi h follow from the already proved theorems are depi ted by
dotted ar s.
As a onsequen e of the next theorem and Theorem 4.2 we get the in omparability of lasses L(det-RW ) and L(R).
Theorem 4.3 L(det-RW ) − L(R) 6= ∅

We will onstru t a deterministi RW -automaton M su h, that L(M )
annot be re ognized by any R-automaton. The idea of the onstru tion is
similar to that
one used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We are going out of the
n
language {a3 | n ≥ 0}. The automaton M will work in phases. One phase
onsists of several y les. During a phase the working word will be redu ed by
fa tor 3 and its length will be he ked whether it is divisible by 3. A marking
Proof:
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of the already redu ed part of the word is done by a single symbol b in the list.
Let us des ribe the automaton M : M has lookahead of the length 3, and three
states only { the initial state q0 , the a epting state qa and the reje ting state
qr . The working alphabet of M is {a, b} and M has the following instru tions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(q0 , | a$) →M (qa , MVR),
(q0 , | ba$) →M RESTART( | a$),
(q0 , | baa) →M RESTART( | aa),
(q0 , | aaa) →M (q0 , MVR),
(q0 , aaaa) →M (q0 , MVR),

A tually

6. (q0 , aaab) →M RESTART(ba),
7. (q0 , aaa$) →M RESTART(ba$),
8. (q0 , u) →M (qr , MVR) for any other
u of the length four not overed in the
previous ases.

L(M ) ∩ {ai | i ≥ 1} = {a3 | n ≥ 0}
n

(2)

i.e. an interse tion of L(M ) and the regular language a∗ is a non ontext-free
language, thus L(M ) annot be from CFL. We an show that:
a3i+j ⇒∗M aj bai for i > 0 and 2 ≥ j ≥ 0

The automaton M makes y les (using instru tions 4 { 7) until the symbol b
appears in the lookahead window in the initial on guration of a y le. If it is
the rst symbol after c| then this b is deleted (a ording 3 or 2). Otherwise the
urrent word is reje ted. From this the observation (2) dire tly follows.
L(M ) annot be re ognized by any R-automaton: Suppose that an Rautomaton MR in the weak y li form re ognizes L(M ) and the length of
its lookahead is k. Then for a suÆm iently large
m (e.g. greater than k )
m
su h automaton a epts the word a3 andm a3 ⇒MR al in the rst y le of
an a epting omputation on the word a3 . But l annot be a power of 3
(3m−1 < 3m − k − 1 ≤ l < 3m ). This fa t ontradi ts the error preserving
property (Claim 2.1).
2
Moreover the previous proof shows, that RW -automata are stronger than

R-automata outside CFL.

As a onsequen e of the next theorem and Theorem 4.1 we get the in omparability of lasses L(mon-RW ) and L(R).
Theorem 4.4 L(mon-RW ) − L(R) 6= ∅.

Obviously L(R) is a sub lass of L(RW ).
At rst, we will show that the language

Proof:

Lc = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } ∪ {wcwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗ }

an be re ognized by a mon-RW -automaton Mc :
1. Mc immediately a epts the empty word and the word c.
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2. Working on a word (of length greater than 1) ontaining one symbol c the
automaton Mc an s an the word until this symbol and to he k whether
it is surrounded by the same symbols (a or b). If it is so, then Mc deletes
the left and right neighbour of c and restarts, otherwise reje ts.
3. Working on a word without c the automaton an \guess aa or bb in the
enter" of the word, repla e it by c and restart.
4. Mc is nondeterministi , but when it makes a mistake { inserts c in a word
already ontaining c or inserts c not in its enter, then the test a ording
the point 2 above will fail later.
Mc an be onstru ted in su h a way that the following properties holds:

(i1 ) xaay ⇒Mc xcy , for any words x, y ∈ {a, b}∗ .
(i2 ) xbby ⇒Mc xcy , for any words x, y ∈ {a, b}∗ .
(i3 ) xacay ⇒Mc xcy , for any words x, y ∈ {a, b}∗ .
(i4 ) xbcby ⇒Mc xcy , for any words x, y ∈ {a, b}∗ .
(i5 ) Mc a epts the one-symbol-word c immediately.
(i6 ) Mc reje ts in a y le any word of the form cy or yc, where y is any
nonempty word.
(i7 ) Any y le performed by Mc is one of the types i1 , .., i6 .
Se ondly, we will show that Lc annot be re ognized by any R-automaton
by a ontradi tion. W.l.o.g. let us suppose that Lc is re ognized by some Rautomaton M in the weak y li form. Let us onsider an a epting omputation
on a suÆ iently long word an bm bm an , where m, n are greater than the size of
lookahead of M . In the rst y le of the a epting omputation,′ M an only
shorten the segment of b′ s. We will get a word of the form an b2m an , for some
m′ < m, after the rst y le. But M an make the same rst y le in the
′
omputation′ on the word
an b2m an an b2m an , whi h is not in L(M ) and get the
′
word an b2m an an b2m an whi h is from L(M ). This is a ontradi tion to the
error preserving property of RW -automata ( f. Claim 2.1; R-automata are a
2
spe ial type of RW -automata).
The language Lc used in the previous proof is a ontext-free language. Thus
we have proved that RW -automata are stronger than R-automata even inside
CFL.
The last two theorems imply the relations depi ted in Figure 5.
Composing Figure 4 and Figure 5 we get the omplete pi ture in Figure 2.
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5 Con lusions
In the previous se tions we have shown typi al results on erning RW -languages
and R-languages. We have ompared deterministi , nondeterministi , monotoni , nonmonotoni , rewriting and nonrewriting RW -languages. The nondeterministi RW -languages an be possibly studied in a similar way by (regulated)
generative tools. On the other hand the results on erning the deterministi
RW -languages an be hardly a hieved by generative tools in a natural way.
Considering RW -automata as analysers we are interested in properties of the
orresponding yield relations as well. There is exa tly one di eren e between
the presented taxonomy of languages and the orresponding taxonomy of yield
relations. The lass of yield relations orresponding to det-mon-RW -automata
is greater than the lass of yield relations orresponding to det-mon-R-automata.
We have omitted the part about the taxonomy of yield relations here, be ause
the nonequality results an be obtained by simple observations of nite yield
relations (with nite number of pairs u ⇒ v ).
In [4℄, we have introdu ed restarting automata as a further model of list automata (in parti ular forgetting automata (see [3℄)). Later, by reading the book
by Dassow and Paun (see [1℄) we have met ontra tion automata (introdu ed
by von Solms in [9℄). The ontra tion automata have (some) similar features as
RW -automata. A ontra tion automaton works as a restri ted linear bounded
automaton. It simulates the operation deleting using a spe ial symbol, and
works in y les. Any y le starts on the right sentinel, and uses one reversal
on the left sentinel. To any ontra tion automaton M , a omplexity (n, k) is
asso iated where, roughly speaking, n means the number of non-input symbols
whi h an be used by M , and k is the maximal number of hanges, whi h an be
performed on the tape during a y le. The ontra tion automata work also with
some te hni al restri tions, whi h allow hara terizations of matrix languages,
20

ertain lass of random ontext languages and a type of ETOL languages.
Inspired by ontra tion automata we propose to study measures of regulation of (generalized) RW -automata in the future. Also we propose to ompare
(generalized) RW -automata with di erent types of regulated generative tools.
Some su h steps been already done for (generalized) R-automata.
We plan to take RW -automata as theoreti al ba kground for a program for
(robust) synta ti analysis of Cze h senten es. That an be a ni e tool to learn
the basi syntax of the Cze h language.
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